
ABOUT SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Science and technology is a topic that encompasses science, technology, and the interactions between the two. Science
is a systematic enterprise that builds.

Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Although such factors as better skills
among workers and new methods of organizing production will continue to contribute to economic expansion,
new technologies will continue to be the major force behind the generation of new wealth. The semiconductor
industry, for example, moves at a fast technical pace and requires increasingly detailed knowledge of its
materials and, as the individual transistors buried in its chips become ever smaller, even of new quantum
phenomena. For example, a research discovery can lead to experimental products in a very short time.
Cambridge, Mass. Annetine C. The computer and novel modes of communication, such as optical fibers, bring
new, interactive modes of work and more capable machinery. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. In a more mature stage, a science-based industry may still be growing quickly, but it depends ess on
the progress of academic scientists. High-temperature superconductivity is a scientific discovery that shows
promise of leading to new industries and is in this stage today. These new devices and new ways of working,
in turn, speed the growth and dissemination of new knowledge. Only major companies can act on this scale,
and only they have the technological knowledge and experience needed to design these complex products.
Other new products derived from research and development, such as complex imaging devices and expensive
surgical procedures, raise costs in the short term while enhancing overall care. For the majority of human
history, technological improvements were achieved by chance, trial and error, or spontaneous inspiration.
William J. How can we best measure national performance in science and technology? The most visible public
policy issue in health care today is cost. For industries that rely on high technology but are technically
self-contained such as the semiconductor industry and industries that do not depend heavily on current science
such as the automobile industry , the results of current fundamental research are generally not decisive.
Biotechnology, materials science and engineering, and information technologies can enable the efficient use of
raw materials and prevent pollution at the source. A major challenge facing the military today is to maintain
technological superiority in the face of declining defense budgets. Gelijns and Ethan A. In these areas,
productivity gains and product leadership can be attained by a number of strategies largely separate from
scientific research but highly dependent on engineering, such as developing new technology in corporate
laboratories, improving the development cycle to hasten the marketing of improved products, better
coordination of design and manufacture, maximizing the creative capabilities of employees, and responding
quickly to changes in consumer preferences. October Learn how and when to remove this template message
Science and technology is a topic that encompasses science , technology , and the interactions between the
two. Health Care Maintenance of health and prevention of illness are among the highest goals of our society.
Why is new technology and knowledge so fundamental to us in the ways through which we imagine the
future? When the modern scientific enterprise matured in the Enlightenment , it primarily concerned itself
with basic questions of nature. Given the fact that science and technology are necessary, but not sufficient,
elements of human progress, we as a nation face important questions: How great an investment in science and
technology should we make to meet national needs? The development and pricing of health care products are
unusual for a number of reasons. Additional university research can help, but it will be of peripheral
importance to such industries. Studies of technology and science provides students with insight into how
different processes of knowledge are initiated and progressed, and how innovative technological processes are
developed, employed and increase in importance.


